Silly Art Mad Lib

Fill in the blanks of the mad lib to write a silly story about this painting!

Once upon a time, about ___________ years ago, a family lived in ______________. The family’s name was the ______________. There was a ______________, a ______________, and a ______________. The ______________ was _______ years old, and the little ______________ was only _______ years old.

One day, it was so ______________ outside that the family decided to stay home. They kept very busy. The ______________ played her ______________, the ______________ tried on her/his new ______________, and the little ______________ played with his/her new pet ______________.

Suddenly they heard a ______________ at the door. It was a ______________. He brought in a big ______________ full of packages, each wrapped in ______________. The ______________ opened one package and pulled out a ______________ dress. She put it on and tied it with a ______________ bow. The ______________ opened the next package and found ______________. She/he set it on the table saying, “Now we can all study ______________.” The little ______________ opened the last package and found a ______________ ______________, which he/she used to tease the ______________.

The ______________ were so happy with their new ______________ that the ______________ began to play her favorite song, ______________, and they all ______________ed around the room.

1. A number
2. A place
3. Silly name
4. An older family member
5. A middle family member
6. A young family member
7. Huge number
8. Low number
9. A color
10. Something on a farm
11. A food
12. A wild animal
13. A sound/noise
14. A job/worker
15. A vehicle
16. A clothing item
17. A flavor
18. Something in a classroom
19. A book title
20. A sport
21. A texture
22. Something really big
23. Something really tiny
24. A song
25. A verb (action word)